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NEWSLETTER MARCH 2010
Next meeting
Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers
College (CBC), Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 24 March 2010 at 19h15.
Programme:
• Beginner’s Corner: "Scale of the Universe" by Johan Smit.
• What’s Up in the Sky ? by Hein Stoltsz.
• 10 minute break — library will be open.
• Main talk: “Observing Saturn for 30 years – light, shadows and seasons”
by Dr Barbara Cunow.
• Tea/coffee and biscuits.
The chairperson at the meeting will be Johan Hartmann.
The next observing evening will be held on Friday 19 March at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate
and follow the road. Arrive from sunset onwards.
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Last month’s observing evening
The sky was nearly as good as it gets at CBC for February’s observing evening. There were
about 40 or 50 people there, including many visitors, and maybe as many as 10 telescopes, including Fred with his recently completed Stevick Paul telescope which was most impressive.
The crescent moon was in the north west, showing slightly less phase than at last month’s observing evening. Prominent craters noted included Theophilus (4) , Catharina, Fracastorius (2)
and Piccolomini (1). These four are in a zigzag shape near Mare Nectaris. Theophilus has a
prominent central peak. The numbers in brackets refer to the numbering of these craters on Page
58 of the 2010 Sky Guide.
A couple of groups of visitors were shown naked eye tour of the constellations on view. As with
last month, a good many of the objects viewed were in the north. The Pleiades are still well
placed and showed up a little better than last month because the phase of the moon was less.
People were shown how find them using the line from Orion’s Belt past Aldebaran. Someone
looked at Aldebaran with binoculars and “discovered” the Hyades. The star Capella was noted
low in the north, and also the pentagon of stars that forms the constellation of Auriga. Mars was
well up, to the east of Castor and Pollux, though showing only a small disc. Castor is now a fine
double, having opened up over the last few years. It shows two bright white, equal components.
Castor C was also noted.
The Orion Nebula was shown to many people and it never fails to impress, with the Trapezium
and the wide double near it. Note that, when seen in binoculars, the Trapezium shows as one
star, and the other two stars show as a second star. This binocular double is designated Theta
Orionis. Many people noted the difference in colour between Betelgeuse and Rigel. Remember
that although these two stars look about equal in brightness, Rigel is 1½ times further away than
Betelgeuse – some references say twice as far away.
Later on a number of us looked at the Sickle of Leo, and in particular the area around Gamma
Leonis. Gamma Leonis itself is a lovely double of not- quite- equal components. It also forms a
binocular pair with the star 40 Leonis. Of interest this evening was the fact that the asteroid
4Vesta was near Gamma Leonis. Vesta was seen, and even noted to have moved slightly during
the evening. Vesta was comparatively bright – it was at opposition on February 18th at magnitude
6.1, so it was easily visible in binoculars. (See Sky and Telescope, February 2010 page 54).
Also later in the evening, Saturn was up in the east. The rings still show as a little “spike” on each
side of the disc, but we will be able to look for changes in their orientation over the next few
months.
Objects viewed in the southern sky included the star cluster around Theta Carinae, which catalogued as IC2602, and is also known as the Southern Pleiades. At one stage, people could see
the Pleiades and the Southern Pleiades in two adjacent telescopes.
Our next observing evening will be on March 19th, when the planets visible will be Saturn, Mars
and (possibly) Venus –it sets just before 19h 00. We could try for Vesta again, it will be about
magnitude 7.0.
PS People with suitable telescopes might like to try for the white dwarf Sirius B over the next year
or two. See the diagram on the next page.
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Big Bang ripples formed Universe's first stars
Ripples in the early Universe following the big
bang 13.7 billion years ago caused gases to coalesce into the luminous seeds of the first stars, a
new computer simulation reveals.
Such stellar embryos, or protostars, were the
Universe's first astronomical objects and its first
sources of light. The first adult stars were bright,
short-lived behemoths that ended the so-called
cosmic dark ages—a 200-million-year period beginning shortly after the Big Bang when there
was no visible light.
Previous telescope observations have shown
that very distant—and thus very old—cosmic objects contain heavy elements such as carbon and
iron, which are formed only by the nuclear reactions inside full-grown stars. This suggests that
massive stars must have existed even earlier in
the Universe's history than telescopes can see.
Until now, the earliest stages of primordial star formation had not been modeled in detail.
Images from a computer simulation show gases coming together to form a protostar, the seed of
a primordial star likely similar to those that existed after the big bang 13.7 billion years ago.
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2008/07/080731-early-stars.html
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Water ice also found at moon’s north pole
On page 10 of the January 2010 newsletter , it was reported that water ice had been discovered
at the moon’s south pole. Now, scientists using the Mini-SAR instrument on India's
Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft have detected water ice deposits near the moon's north pole. MiniSAR, a lightweight, synthetic aperture radar, found more than 40 small craters with water ice. It is
estimated there could be at least 600 million metric tons of it.
,

http://www.universetoday.com/2010/03/01/water-ice-found-on-moons-north-pole/

Chilean observatories survive earthquake
Despite the recent massive earthquake in central Chile, and the considerable loss of life that ensued, there is at least some good news to report. The major professional and amateur observatories have escaped damage and remain operational.
There are two reasons why the major observatories escaped damage. First, they are well constructed, built to withstand earthquakes. Second, the largest observatories are situated in northern Chile and were thus many hundreds of kilometers away from the quake's epicenter near the
city of Concepción.
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/news/home/85979492.html

Ninth Biennial Symposium of the ASSA
The Pretoria Centre of the ASSA has announced the dates for the Ninth Biennial Symposium of
the ASSA. The symposium will take place at the Silverton campus of the Council for Geoscience
on Thursday 7 October 2010 and Friday 8 October 2010. The program for Saturday 9 October
2010 includes a morning visit to HartRAO and a guided tour through the Tswaing meteorite impact crater during the afternoon.
The symposium will focus on light/spectrum pollution and people interested in delivering papers
are invited to send a short synopsis to Andrie van der Linde at andrie@eridanusoptics.com. You
can also make a preliminary booking if you plan to attend. Details on registration fees and suggestions for accommodation, etc., will be available soon.

Request for volunteers at stargazing event
The Pretoria Centre of ASSA will be doing a stargazing event at the Midstream College School in
Centurion on 25 March 2010. We expect many visitors and need telescopes and operators to ensure that every visitor gets a reasonable chance to look through a telescope. We are asking for
volunteers to bring their telescope along and spend some time with us to introduce others to this
fascinating hobby. Sunset happens at 18:16, so we must be there at 18:00.
The Midstream College School in Centurion/Midrand is situated close to the mint, at the old Johannesburg off ramp on the N1.
Hope to see you at Midstream. Please contact Johan Smit at cell phone number 072 806 2939 or
e-mail address johans@firsttech.co.za to confirm your attendance.

Golf shirts available at March meeting
Golf shirts that have been ordered by members at either the January or February meetings will
be available for purchase at the monthly meeting of 24 March. Please remember to bring your
R120 per shirt to the meeting, as terms are COD. Contact: Pat Kühn 082 895 5686.
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What happens at the amateur telescope making class ? - by Johan Smit
Interesting - and at times quite dangerous - things happen at the telescope making class held
every Saturday from around 14:30 to ~ 17:00 at Park Town Boys High. Instead of giving you step
by step instructions on how to make a telescope, let’s rather take a tour and meet some of the
people.
Obviously the making of a telescope involves grinding the desired shape into a slab of glass.
Here are some grinders at work. Meet Wilma-Louise Olivier & Monica-Lee Nortier (below, left) –
the Astro hit squad (below, second from left) -- Bosman Olivier (below right).

Also meet Oom Johan Smit, who instructs and helps -- he also does it himself (below, left) and
Surita Siebrits and Hetta Pretorius (below right).
The Astro hit squad consisted of 12 learners from
disadvantaged communities who, thanks to some
generous sponsors, were
taught by the ATM class to
make their own telescopes. They are now doing astronomy outreach
work with these telescopes.
Other strange and dangerous activities take place.
People, like Glen (below
left), grind away at his secondary elliptical mirror while Dave Hughes makes granite tools (below,
middle) and heat the same tool into obedience (below, right) to make a pitch lap for polishing.
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And Fred presses his lap his way (below).
And then we have the recorders of evidence, when they are not
assisting students in the fine art of making telescope mirrors,
Julian Shellard (left,
photo
right)
and
Percy Jacobs (right,
photo right).
And strange contraptions called Foucault
testers are built to
test the mirrors and,
as has been suggested, to punish
students for not reading the manual.
A
typical
torture
(testing) instrument,
built by Johan Smit,
is shown on the right.
It is made from genuine scrap and is capable of testing mirrors to an accuracy
of fractions of the
wavelength of light.

And finally your mirror must pass the master optician’s
judgment and tester - Chris Stewart and his torture (test)
instrument are shown on the left.
After many months of working, talking, failures, successes
and socialising most students actually finish a telescope.
Some, like Fred Oosthuizen, come back and finish a second masterpiece.
Fred says:
• He has been working on his telescope for 2 years and
it is now 99.5% complete
• It comprises an 8” mirror, a secondary 4” and tertiary
6” spherical mirrors of mating curve and the diagonal
mirror before the eyepiece;
• The optical path between the 2nd and 3rd mirrors are
within an 1/8 of a wavelength of light.
• He would like to thank his directors of operation: Johan Smit, Chris Stewart and Dave Hughes
for their continuous support and assistance
• It has taken him 2 years thus far and he will now start with an equatorial platform for the scope.
More on the Stevick-Paul: “A little-known system by the French designer, Maurice Paul, frees a
paraboloid of all third-order aberrations save for a gentle field curvature. This system, used offaxis, yields paraboloidal quality images throughout. The Stevick-Paul telescope would be just another tilted-component telescope were it not for this phenomenal perfection of its image. A re-
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markable design with an inherent optical perfection, this basic arrangement of mirrors in axial
form has been rediscovered several times since M. Paul's 1935 paper, but it was David Stevick
who made the design workable visually in off-axis form “.
Fred Oosthuizen and his F12 Stevick-Paul self built telescope are shown on the photo above.
So, if you ever wondered if the telescope making class can teach you something new, come and
see for yourself. You are guaranteed to make many new friends and gain much knowledge and
experience. Apart from the “standard” Newtonian telescopes there are other ambitious projects
like Dall-Kirkhams and Schief-spieglers in various stages of construction.
The telescope making class meets in the Design Technology centre of Parktown Boys' High
School most Saturdays from 14:30. Come and look what’s going on.

Reminder: Come and visit Scope-X on 17 April to admire the work of our amateur telescope makers. See www.scopex.co.za for details.
Most of the photos were taken by Chris Stewart. See “The Louis Viljoen story” on the next page.
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The Louis Viljoen* story
Chapter 1 – The beginning
A long time ago, there was an artist who lived in the bush. He was happy. He was happily married and had 2 wonderful children. He practiced his art, painted pictures in zeros and ones (that
was also his hobby) 5 days of the week, and he even got paid to do it. Life was good. He has always been interested in mathematics and astronomy, and understood some of the concepts in
those fields. He even studied those 2 subjects at the local university, and had papers to prove it.
In his free time, he read about the subjects that interested him and just chilled out in the bush.
One day, by change, he read about a strange gathering that was going to happen, it was called
ScopeX. It intrigued him so much that he decided to saddle up his vehicle, and asked a friend to
meet him at this gathering. This was the year 2009. In his life, he tried to avoid the big town, but
for this occasion, he had to make the trip to the centre of the big metropolis, called locally Jozi.
It was not long before the day finally arrived to go to this foreign place. He was excited, armed
with his trusted Map Studio book, he embarked on this journey. It did not take him long, he arrived in one piece with his family at around 15:00 at the gathering. In his mind, he thought that
this crowd would be strange, but to his surprise, he felt immediately welcome. He almost felt he
belonged.
He spent the day there, leaving only at night. He talked to a lot of people, some of them would
play a role in his life later on. He enjoyed the experience, but there was no immediate desire to
join this crowd, but the seed had been planted.
Chapter 2 – The realisation
A few months passed, and for some strange reason, the artist decided to explore the making of a
telescope. This is one of the secrets of life, how these things are decided, without any conscious
thoughts about it. This reminded the artist about the time he decided to run that big fun run, you
know, the one that takes you from Durban to Pietermaritzburg. The same type of black magic applied there. There was no clue that this decision would be made, but it was made.
After a couple of phone calls and e-mails, the artist decided to make the journey to the centre of
Jozi once more. It was a pleasant experience, he met one of the elders of this group of telescope
builders, named Johann. He took the artist under his wing that day. Much was discussed, ranging
from the “focal length” to the nature of light to some aspects of the construction of a telescope.
The artist could deduct from the enthusiasm of this elder, this was a happy place that would be
part of the artist’s life for the next couple of moons.
Once more the artist was surprised by the nature of the crowd of people he met at this gathering.
Contrary to his own belief, this group was diverse, young and old, from diverse sections of society. There was Bosman, working away in the corner of the dungeon on his 13” mirror, a friendly
chap. Cobus, who joined the clan a week earlier, was in the same boat as the artist. Old George,
who was stressing a lot about the state of his mirror, was chatting away and was mostly waiting
for one of the elders to have a look at this big mirror. Even in the area of telescopes, it seems
that bigger is better.
Then there were the leaders of this secret society, firstly Chris the spiritual leader, thinker and
final arbitrator about that all-important mirror that would be the heart of the telescope. Johann
the hands on, advice giving, guiding joker of the pack. He believes that the simpler the design,
the better. His philosophy has influenced the artist the most. Dave, builder of one of the weirdest
pieces of art of this group, advice giver, hands on person. Then there was Julian, book keeper,
organiser, friendly chatty person, always time for a chat. Percy that could make smoke, talk and
make a lap at the same time, practical, helping member. Later on also Keith, with his sense of
black humour. All these people would play a role in the artist’s life. But these types of societies
cannot be sustained without the novices and the interaction at the society.
Chapter 3 – After the fact
A few months have passed since that first encounter, and a lot has happened. The artist tries to
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attend the gatherings that take place every Saturday in Braamfontein at 14:30 to 18:00, but it is
not a requirement, but highly recommended. The gathering is not just for technical advice, but
also for socialising, eating cake and just chatting about life. Every person works at her / his own
pace, and a formal handbook is provided. Like many other things in life, most people can successfully complete a telescope in a reasonable amount of time, all that is needed, is commitment. The end result will be a working and functional telescope, with better optics than a commercial telescope, and at a fair price.
What makes a telescope maker, is not the fact that you need to be very practical or have a workshop or know a lot about physics, but rather a commitment to something deeper, to be part of a
select few who enjoy God’s Universe, and want to create an instrument that can be used for the
pleasure to learn more about our surroundings.
If you are interested, please check out www.scopex.co.za and join the group, or contact the Astronomical Society of Southern Africa at http://www.saao.ac.za/assa/index.html . It is fun.
Links onder is Louis se 6" spieël besig om by die huis getoets te word en regs onder is sy teleskoop besig om geverf te word, ook by die huis.

* Louis Viljoen bly in Magaliesburg en werk in Midrand as 'n rekenaarprogrammeerder. Hy geniet
MTB (mountain biking) en draf. Hy is getroud met 2 kinders op skool.

Deathbed star gives sneak peek of the Sun's demise
A preview of what's in store for the Sun is in view
across the galaxy, as a similar star balloons in its
dying throes. This Sun twin, called Chi Cygni, lies
about 550 light-years away from Earth in the constellation Cygnus (the Swan). As it nears the end
of its life, it has bloated in size and begun to
pulse in and out like a giant beating heart and
ejecting shells of material. These are the telltale
signs of a star running out of fuel after shining
bright for billions of years.
New close-up photos of this star are offering a
sneak peek at the Sun's demise. The Sun is now
4.6 billion years old. This work opens a window
onto the fate of the Sun 5 billion years from now, when it will also become a such a bloated red
giant. Thereafter it will become a small, dense, hot white dwarf. This will cool gradually over billions of years until it eventually becomes a small, dense, cold black dwarf.
Chi Cygni is shown in this artist's conception.
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/sun-dying-star-100119.html
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The enigmatic eclipsing binary Epsilon Aurigae
One of the strangest and least understood stars in the sky is a binary system, located in the constellation Auriga (the Chariot Driver), in which a massive and enormous star is periodically
eclipsed by an object that is vastly larger.
Holding the record as being the longest period eclipsing binary system is not the most interesting
part of Epsilon Aurigae, aka Almaaz. Normally the larger the orbit of an eclipsing star (and the
longer the period of the eclipse), the shorter the time the eclipsing body spends in line with the
Earth and thus the shorter the eclipse duration. The Epsilon Aurigae star system's period is 27.1
years and the eclipse (surprisingly) lasts nearly 2 years.
This means the eclipsing object is gigantic. The orbit of the eclipsing object is estimated at over
27 AU. By contrast the orbit of Uranus around our Sun is about 20 AU. The main star of the Epsilon Aurigae star system is a yellow-white supergiant star of spectral type F, with a mass about 15
times that of the Sun and a diameter 200 times that of the Sun, which is slightly more than 1 AU.
The eclipsing object also has an estimated mass of about 15 solar masses and a radius of
around 2 000 solar radii, making it the largest known single object in the Universe. Many
theories have been put forth as to what the eclipsing body is.
To further deepen the mystery, in the middle of the eclipse the star system's brightness increases significantly for a short time. A further complication in unraveling the variable’s behaviour
stems from the fact that the light variation of the secondary eclipse (this occurs when the primary
star eclipses the secondary object) is about the same as that of the primary star’s pulsations.
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.hposoft.com/Astro/PEP/EAUR/EAURMYS.html
http://www.hposoft.com/Astro/PEP/EpsilonAurigae.html
http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/E/Epsilon_Aurigae.html
http://mysite.du.edu/~rstencel/epsaur.htm
Research article: http://arxiv.org/abs/0807.2855

Below: Illustration of one of the theories proposed to explain the observations of Epsilon Aurigae.
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Second Karoo Star Party
The ASSA Pretoria Centre wants to hold its second National Karoo Star Party during the long weekend of 6 to
9 August 2010 about 20 km north of Britstown in the
Karoo, right next to the N12 at the Kambro Padstal. The
reason for this locality, apart from the fabulous Karoo
skies, is that it is almost exactly halfway between Gauteng and the Cape Town area, so we can all drive the
same distance to the site. The first event of this type
was held during April 2009 and proved to be a big success. The Karoo lived up to its reputation and provided
magnificent views to those lucky enough to be present.
More information from:
• Johan Smit, cellphone: 0728062939, e-mail: JohanS@firsttech.co.za
• Danie Barnardo, cellphone: 0845886668, e-mail: daniebar@telkomsa.net
To book, please contact Wilma Strauss, the Manager of Kambro directly at 0833056668 or at email: kambro@worldonline.co.za. You can also view their website (with a report on the star party
that took place last year) at: http://www.kambroaccom.co.za/

Mira sheds comet-like tail
The star Mira sheds a comet-like tail of rich material as it streaks through space — something
that has never been seen before. The star is leaving behind carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and other
important "seed" elements needed for new stars, planets, and potential life to form. Scientists
have studied Mira, which lies about 420 light-years away in the constellation Cetus (the Whale),
for more than 400 years. It is also known as Omicron Ceti.
Mira is one of the first discovered "variable" red giant stars. It expands and contracts, brightens
and dims over a 332-day period, at times growing bright enough to be seen with the naked eye.
A new ultraviolet mosaic from NASA's Galaxy Evolution Explorer (below) shows the speeding
star Mira and its newly discovered comet-like wake.
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2007/08/070815-cometlike-tail.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mira

Ptolemy (Claudius Ptolemaeus) (87- 150 AD)
A celebrated Greco-Egyptian mathematician, astronomer, and geographer. He made his observations in Alexandria and was the last great astronomer of ancient times. Although he discovered
the irregularity in the moon's motion, known as evection, and made original observations regarding the motions of the planets, his place in the history of science is that of collator and expounder. He systematized and recorded the data and doctrines that were known to Alexandrian
men of science. His works on astronomy and geography were the standard textbooks until the
teachings of Copernicus came to be accepted.

Living on Earth may be expensive, but it includes an annual free trip around the Sun.
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Jewel Box & Coal Sack
The Jewel Box (also
known as NGC 4755 or the
Kappa Crucis Cluster) is
an open cluster in the constellation of Crux (the
Southern Cross). It is one of
the finest open clusters discovered by Nicolas Louis
de Lacaille when he was in
South Africa during 1751–
1752. This cluster is one of

the youngest known, with an estimated age of only 7.1 million years. It has an apparent magnitude of 4.2, is located 6 440 light years from Earth and contains about 100 stars.
The image of the Jewel Box above left was made by the VLT (Very Large Telescope) of ESO
(European Southern Observatory) at La Silla in Chile.
Situated close to the cluster is a huge dark area of the sky, right within the band of the Milky
Way: the Coal Sack. This is a huge dust cloud 60 to 70 light years in diameter. (Above right.)
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